Basic Bitch

A bitch with a pH value greater than 7

*The litmus turned blue, it's a basic bitch!*

by taz1221 June 03, 2014

[Like 4095 | Dislike 959]

10 WORDS RELATED TO BASIC BITCH

- basic
- bitch
- whore
- basic bitches
- ratchet
- bad bitch
- lame
- slut
- starbucks
- fake
Basic Bitch

Someone who is unflinchingly upholding of the status quo and stereotypes of their gender without even realizing it. She engages in typical, unoriginal behaviors, modes of dress, speech, and likes. She is tragically/laughably unaware of her utter lack of specialness and intrigue. She believes herself to be unique, fly, amazing, and a complete catch, when really she is boring, painfully normal, and par. She believes her experiences to be crazy, wild, and different or somehow more special than everything that everybody else is doing, when really, almost everyone is doing or has done the exact same thing. She is typical and a dime a dozen. There are many subtypes of basicness, such as the basic ratchet, the basic sorority bitch, the basic groupie bitch, the basic I'm-so-Carrie-from-Sex-and-the-City bitch, etc, but ultimately, they all share the common thread of being expendable and unnoteworthy and, in some cases, having absolutely no redeeming qualities.
"I've gotta get to Hollister and Bath and Body works for the third time this week, the just announced a new sale! I just don't know how I'll ever fit in that mani-pedi with Amanda and Brittney today. Ugh, I'm just going to call in sick with my period. I need a Pumpkin Spice latte or a Cosmo right now, I can't handle this pressure. Can we go to Applebee's for dinner tonight? ...Ooh, the new Shia Labeouf movie! LOVE HIM!" - basic bitch inner monologue

by Cee Gee May 01, 2014

2663 likes 298 dislikes

basic bitch

-a bum-ass woman who think she the shit but really ain't

popularized by lil duval and spokenreasons

-if you fuck a nigga and all his homeboys, you a basic bitch
-if you a black girl and your weave is red, green, purple, or blonde... you a basic bitch
-if you claim you independent, get wit a nigga, marry a nigga, have kids wit a nigga, take the nigga to court and ask for child support while you already gettin child support, you can kill yourself, you a basic bitch and you desperate
-if you tell a nigga you can throw down knowin damn well ur ass can't cook a raw egg.. you a basic bitch
-if you scared to fart or take a shit in front of ur mans knowin u been together for a year or two... you a basic bitch
-if you bend yo ass over in all yo pictures just to make it a lil bigger knowin you ain't got one, you a basic bitch

-if you and ur man got all yall clothes off and yall bout to have sex and you put yo hands up and say stop, you a basic bitch and you already knew what you were gettin urself into while he was kissin on yo neck
-if you sing any beyonce song all day erryday, somethin like "upgrade" and ain't...
nothin upgraded about you since high school in 92, kill yaself, u a basic bitch
-if you got 5 kids with 5 baby daddys.....yous basic bitch
-if you take any man on the Maury show knowin u coulda saved the trouble by
testin him at the hospital.. yous a basic bitch
-if you FUCK every man in the world, "rehoecate", then put yo coochie on lock and
act like you born again saved again christian, yous a basic bitch
if i see granny panties on anything you wear, ANYTHING! yous a basic bitch
-if you step up in the club with them fresh heals on, cold done, and the back of yo
ankles ashy.. yous a basic bitch
-if you fuckin a man in the same bedroom as your baby in.. yous a basic bitch
-if you walk like a bitch, talk like a bitch and get mad when somebody call u a
bitch... you a basic bitch

by thekaytwo August 08, 2009
Basic Bitch

1) one who has no personality; dull and irrelevant

2) just an extra regular female

1) A female who think she ain’t gotta give up ass to keep a man

2) A basic bitch goes to the library to check her facebook

3) A basic bitch has 2 kids and both of them are JR’s

by Meeks901 July 10, 2009
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Basic Bitch

A person, particularly a female, who believe they are the shit because they own a certain type of clothing/material that differentiates them from other people. They may also believe they hold a higher standard then regular people.

Gucci Gucci, Loui Loui, Fendi Fendi, Prada. Basic bitches wear that shit so I don’t even botha

by Adrianna Fotso July 21, 2011
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basic bitch

Somebody who is boring and unoriginal.

Does Gilberto know that he is a mad wack basic bitch?

by eclectdissect January 29, 2011

👍 1227 👎 861
basic bitch

Yet another term used by society to judge women and their lifestyle choices. Because, honestly, what would we do with our time if we didn’t have socially accepted ways to demean and denigrate women for choices they make, even though those choices have nothing to do with ourselves or our own choices?

(Generally used by someone who sees the female in question as somehow less than worthy of their attention/admiration, usually because the female has decided not to have sex with them.)

"This female fits into stereotypes that we have pressed upon her for most of her life. It’s no longer socially acceptable to hate fat girls, skinny girls, gay girls, or girls who have healthy sexual appetites, so let’s make fun of those basic bitches."

"She likes the same things as a lot of other girls. Such a basic bitch."

"She won’t fuck me. I know I’m perfect, and a "nice guy" to boot, so it must be her fault. She must be a stuck-up basic bitch."

"That basic bitch thinks she’s special. She’s so unoriginal. Unlike me, the hipster of all hipsters whose every thought and action is so fucking original and innovative that I might as well be a god."

by A_C_M October 09, 2014